
The study of non�protein�coding RNAs (ncRNAs) is

one of the most actively developing and fascinating trends

in molecular biology and biochemistry. The first ncRNAs

were found half a century ago. These were ribosomal and

transfer RNAs involved in translation. Then small nuclear

RNAs (U1, U2, U4, U5, U6, U11, and U12) involved in

splicing were revealed. Some more ncRNAs responsible

for various functions were discovered later. Thus, 7SL

RNA serves a carcass of a signal�recognizing particle and

participates in protein transport in endoplasmic reticu�

lum. RNA, which is a component of telomerase, acts as a

template for synthesis of telomere repeats. RNAs are also

found within RNase P and mitochondrial RNA process�

ing RNase (RNase MRP). RNase P removes the 5′�termi�

nal leader sequence in pre�tRNA. RNase MRP is involved

in the processing of pre�rRNA and introduces a break into

the first internal transcribed spacer. It also destroys the

link between the primer RNA and the newly synthesized

DNA in mitochondria [1]. All these RNAs are rather well

studied and described in textbooks. Therefore, they will

not be considered in the present review.

During recent years, strong evidence has been

obtained that the number of ncRNA genes in eukaryotes

is higher than the number of known and predicted pro�

tein�coding genes. Thus, analysis of the genome databas�

es and cloning of short RNAs (of 20�200 nt in length)

from the total cellular RNA or protein�associated ones

revealed thousands of new functional RNAs. This very

fruitful approach was termed RNomics [2]. Analysis of

the genome transcriptional activity suggests that a consid�

erably larger part of the genome than it has been supposed

previously is transcribed, and the majority of new loci give

rise to long polyadenylated and nonpolyadenylated

ncRNAs.

The idea about the extent of genome transcription

was mainly a result of development of a new experimen�

tal approach termed genomic tiling arrays (GTA). On

conducting GTA, synthetic oligonucleotides or PCR

products uniformly covering a chosen DNA sequence,

e.g. the whole chromosome, are placed onto a chip. They

can be arranged at a distance from one to another or over�

lap as tiling: the beginning of the next element corre�

sponds to the end of the preceding one (repeated

sequences are excluded). Most frequently, chips are

hybridized with cDNA prepared from polyadenylated

RNA. This approach is highly productive, does not

depend on current annotations of the genome, and is very

sensitive, which allows detection of rare transcripts [3].
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The study by GTA of ten human chromosomes has

shown that 10% of the genome sequences initiate cyto�

plasmic polyadenylated transcripts [4]. Note that the

sequences located within mRNA are no more than 2% of

the genome [5]. Similar results were obtained by the same

approach for chromosomes 20�22 [6�8], the complete

human genome (1.5⋅109 nt, repeated sequences being

excluded) [9], and also the genomes of Drosophila [10,

11] and Arabidopsis [12]. Some of the detected tran�

scribed sequences correspond to previously unknown

exons or whole protein�coding genes. However, 30�50%

of such sequences constitute ncRNAs.

Similar data concerning the extent of genome tran�

scription and the number of ncRNAs have been obtained

by other methods [13�18]. In particular, according to data

of the FANTOM3 project targeted for creating a com�

plete catalog of mouse transcripts ncRNAs are encoded

by ≥22,000 loci [19, 20].

Thus, a great many transcribed sequences remained

unnoticed for some years. By analogy with physics, these

transcripts were termed “dark matter” [3]. Its constituent

ncRNAs may be subdivided into long (ranging from ~400

to tens of thousands of nucleotides) and short (20�400 nt)

ones.

LONG ncRNAs

Tens of thousands of long polyadenylated and non�

polyadenylated ncRNAs found in the genomes of human

and model organisms remain underexplored. As their

transcription level is usually low, many of these RNAs are

supposed to perform regulatory functions. There is also an

alternative and widely discussed hypothesis [21] that

ncRNAs emerge as a result of a nonspecific transcription

and perform no function. The low conservativeness of the

majority of ncRNAs favors the existence of such “tran�

scriptional noise” [19]. The functional importance of

these transcripts is supported by some data. Thus, promot�

ers of ncRNAs are even more conservative than promoters

of protein�coding genes [19]. Moreover, the absence of

conservativeness does not always suggest that a sequence

has no function [22, 23]. Many ncRNAs with known

functions, such as Xist and Air, have low conservativeness.

The expression of many ncRNAs is tissue�specific,

and they are transcribed during definite stages of develop�

ment [4, 8, 12, 24]. Expression of many ncRNAs changes

upon treatment with retinoic acid [25] and lipopolysac�

charides [24]. Some oncological and hereditary diseases

are accompanied by disorders in expression of ncRNAs,

but it is often unclear whether these disorders are the

cause or consequence of the disease [26].

Some examples of run�through transcription of full

genomic domains comprising a number of protein�

encoding genes have been described [26]. Thus, the

domain including three genes of chicken α�globin is tran�

scribed with production of 33,000�nt RNA [27]. This

giant RNA is degraded within the nucleus. The run�

through transcription of the genomic domain seems to be

important for maintaining intense transcription of

mRNAs of the α�globin genes themselves.

Many ncRNAs are encoded by the same loci as pro�

teins but are located on the other DNA chain. Moreover,

the same locus of both chains can encode different

ncRNAs. Both DNA chains are transcribed in such loci

and the resulting RNAs are able to form duplexes. In the

mouse genome >70% of transcription units are over�

lapped with the opposite chain transcripts, and in half of

the cases ncRNA is at least one member of the pair [20].

Although the size of genomes is sufficient for arrange�

ment of all genes in separate loci, such a pattern of organ�

ization is widely distributed and seems to be biologically

reasonable [28]. There is an attractive idea that an anti�

sense transcript, e.g. ncRNA, regulates expression of its

partner. Because interaction of these transcripts results in

dsRNA (double�stranded RNA), this regulation could be

realized by RNA interference mechanisms and RNA

editing by adenosine deaminases [29]. The transcription

of a pair member is also likely to prevent the transcription

of its partner. But there are very few experimental data in

favor of the regulatory role of antisense transcripts, and it

is often difficult to interpret them unambiguously [28].

Thus, inhibition of expression of a pair member by siRNA

(small interfering RNA) could be associated with an

increase, decrease, or retention of the expression level of

the other member [20]. Data confirming the functional

significance of noncoding antisense RNAs and their

putative regulatory role have been obtained [25]. Using

GTA and chromatin immunoprecipitation, the authors

mapped binding sites of the transcriptional factors p53,

Sp1, and cMyc on human chromosomes 21 and 22; they

also revealed 36% of the sites within the 3′�regions of the

protein�coding genes, and the location of these sites cor�

related with the ncRNA distribution. Treatment with

retinoic acid caused a coregulation of many antisense

RNA/protein gene pairs. Because promoter regions of

genes either coding or not coding proteins include the

binding sites of the same transcription factors and exter�

nal influences cause coordinated changes in expression of

many of them, antisense RNAs are suggested to be not

products of a nonspecific transcription, but to perform

biological functions.

The spectrum of ncRNA functions is extremely

wide. Thus, the ncRNA Xist and its antisense partner Tsix

are involved in dosage compensation processes in mam�

mals providing for the termination of expression of one of

X chromosomes in females [30, 31]. In Drosophila

ncRNAs roX1 and roX2 are involved in dosage compen�

sation and contribute to increase in expression of the sin�

gle X chromosome in males [32]. The ncRNA TUG1 is

required for formation of retinal photoreceptors [33].

Some ncRNAs are necessary for expression of snoRNAs
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(small nucleolar RNAs) encoded in their introns [34�38]

but possibly they also have other functions [39]. Some

ncRNAs are implicated in the regulation of expression of

imprinted genes. Thus, RNA Air is expressed from the

paternal allele and is required for repression of transcrip�

tion of the locus Igf2r [40]. Many long ncRNAs are pre�

cursors of short ncRNAs [41, 42]; thus, some miRNAs

are formed from exons of genes encoding ncRNAs. At

present, the functional importance of several hundreds of

long ncRNAs is established [26]. The information con�

cerning them is given in the RNAdb database [43].

Authors of the work [44] were the first who have

attempted to systematically study functions of long

ncRNAs. They chose 512 conservative ncRNAs and

inhibited their expression using siRNAs. This allows them

to detect six ncRNAs necessary for cell survival. Another

ncRNA termed NRON acted as a repressor of the tran�

scription factor NFAT.

The appearance of systematic approaches for inves�

tigating functions of ncRNA seems promising for eluci�

dation whether the majority of ncRNAs is a product of

“transcriptional noise” or performs some functions.

Consider more in detail SRA (steroid receptor activator)

RNA, which is one of few well�characterized long

(~1000 nt) ncRNAs with known function. SRA RNA dis�

covered in 1999 is a coactivator of steroid hormone recep�

tors [45]. Steroid hormone receptors belong to the

nuclear receptor family, which includes about 50 mem�

bers. All these receptors are transcription factors, which

usually have two activator domains: activator domain 1

(AF�1) on the N�end and activator domain 2 (AF�2) on

the C�end. AF�1 can be activated by phosphorylation

with MAP kinase, whereas AF�2 is activated by ligands.

Maximum transcription activation requires the activation

of both domains. The activated receptor acquires the abil�

ity of interacting with the principal transcription factors

and also with other proteins, the so�called transcription

coactivators. Coactivators can possess histone acetylase

or chromatin remodeling activities, and recruit RNA

polymerase II [46, 47]. Almost all known coactivators are

proteins. SRA RNA is a rare exception. This RNA is

expressed in the majority of tissues. It is well represented

in adrenals, hypophysis, and liver, and scarcely represent�

ed in mammary gland, uterus, and ovaries [48]. It is inter�

esting that its expression is increased in malignant tumors

of mammary gland, uterus, and ovaries, i.e. in the tumors

that often depend on steroid hormones [48, 49]. SRA

RNA is polyadenylated and exists in different forms

(products of alternative splicing) with the common cen�

tral part and 5′� and 3′�ends of varied length, and they all

can intensify transcription [45]. The size range of this

RNA varies from 900 to 2000 nt. SRA RNA has a sophis�

ticated secondary structure, and its integrity is necessary

for its functioning [50]. SRA RNA is found in vivo in 600�

700�kD ribonucleoprotein complexes, which also contain

the coactivator of steroid receptors NCoA�1/SRC�1 [45].

SRA RNA selectively strengthens the transcription

of steroid hormone target genes [45]. It can also interact

with receptors of thyroid hormones, and this interaction

increases expression of reporter genes [51].

The mechanism of transcription activation by SRA

RNA is not sufficiently clear. SRA RNA is shown to

directly bind with the RNA�binding domain of thyroid

hormone receptors, which is located near the ligand�bind�

ing domain containing the AF�2 motif [51]. As to steroid

hormone receptors, SRA RNA can activate the transcrip�

tion only in the presence of AF�1 domain but does not

directly interact with the receptor [45]. If the receptor

domain AF�1 is activated by MAP kinase, SRA RNA

strengthens the transcription in the absence of the hor�

mone [52]. If the hormone is bound, the receptor under�

goes conformational changes, which lead to recruitment

by AF�2 of TFIIH and the associated cyclin�dependent

kinase CDK7. CDK7 promotes phosphorylation of AF�1

resulting in activation of the latter [53]. Coactivators inter�

acting with one another also bind with each activator

domain. This results in formation of a complex and maxi�

mal strengthening of the transcription. SRA RNA is

involved in the assembly of this complex directly interact�

ing with some coactivators and apparently performing a

structural function. Moreover, SRA RNA is required for

activity of the complex constituent coactivator p72/p68

[54]. The essential role of SRA RNA is also confirmed by

the finding that pseudouridine synthases mPus1p and

mPus3p act as coactivators of steroid hormone and

retinoic acid receptors [55, 56]. They pseudouridylate SRA

RNA at a number of positions, and this seems to cause

conformational changes in RNA promoting its interaction

with other coactivators [55]. Because many coactivators of

transcription contain RNA�binding motifs, discovery of

other SRA�like RNA�coactivators seems probable [57].

SRA RNAs interacts with at least two transcription

corepressors, SHARP and SLIRP. The binding of

SHARP prevents SRA RNA entering into the receptor�

associated complex of coactivators [58], whereas SLIRP

competes with coactivator NCoA�1 for binding with SRA

RNA [59].

Note that starts of alternative transcription result in

SRA RNA isoforms capable of encoding a protein. This

protein was detected in human mammary gland tumors

[60] and termed SRAP. The increased expression of this

protein in the human mammary gland tumor cells MCF�

7 decreases the transcriptional activity of estrogen recep�

tors [61]; however, functions of SRAP are still unclear.

Thus, the gene of SRA RNA is a rare example of a gene

simultaneously encoding protein and RNA products.

SHORT ncRNAs

7SK RNA. This RNA was described as early as in the

1970s [62], but its function has been established only
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recently. Human 7SK RNA is 331 nt in length, located in

the nucleus, transcribed by RNA polymerase III, and

conservative in vertebrates.

7SK RNA contributes to inhibition of a transcription

elongation factor P�TEFb. P�TEFb consists of cyclin�

dependent kinase 9 (CDK9) and cyclin T1 (CycT1) and

is necessary for expression of genes of the majority of pro�

teins: in its absence RNA polymerase II synthesizes only

short 5′�terminal sequences of pre�mRNA.

The transcriptional and kinase activities of P�TEFb

are inhibited by a complex consisting of 7SK RNA and

the protein HEXIM1 linked with its 5′�terminal hairpin.

The 3′�terminal hairpin of 7SK RNA is linked with

CycT1, whereas another component of P�TEFb, CDK9,

interacts with HEXIM1, which leads to inhibition of the

P�TEFb activity. Thus, 7SK RNA is responsible for asso�

ciation of P�TEFb and HEXIM1. Note that only the

active form of P�TEFb (with CDK9 phosphorylated at

T186) can interact with the 7SK RNA−HEXIM1 com�

plex. Therefore, this complex removes from turnover an

active P�TEFb capable of providing for elongation of

transcription. As a result, transcription intensity can be

regulated rapidly [63].

NRSE RNA. This double�stranded 20�nt RNA is

located in the nucleus [64]. Its nucleotide sequence is

identical to the sequence disposed in promoter regions of

many neuron�specific genes and is called RE1/NRSE

(repressor element 1/neuron�restrictive silencer element)

[65, 66]. The RE1 (its length is 19�24 nt) binds with the

transcription factor REST/NRSF (RE1 silencing tran�

scription factor/neuron restrictive silencer factor) [67,

68]. This factor recruits corepressors, in particular, his�

tone deacetylase, which prevents transcription of genes

with RE1�containing promoters [69]. In mature neurons,

REST is not expressed, and in all other cells it inhibits

expression of neuron�specific genes [65, 70�72].

However, later REST expression was found in some types

of mature neurons [72�74].

Mechanisms of RE1�containing gene expression in

the presence of REST are still unclear. According to some

data, RE1�containing promoters are not linked with

REST in mature neurons [71], but other authors believe

that such a linkage exists [64, 72]. This difference can be

caused by different affinities of REST for diverse RE1�

containing promoters [66].

The authors detecting the retained binding between

REST and promoters of target genes have found that

these genes are de�repressed and even activated by NRSE

RNA [64]. This RNA is not found in neurons, but it can

be detected in cultured hippocampus stem cells differen�

tiating by the neuronal pathway and also in the part of the

hippocampus which shelters neurogenesis.

Expression of NRSE RNA in neuronal stem cells

provokes their differentiation by the neuronal pathway

and is accompanied by activation of RE1�containing gene

transcription. Thus, NRSE RNA is a coactivator of tran�

scription [75]. Although the mechanism of action of

NRSE RNA is unknown, it has been shown to associate

with REST, which is bound with the RE1 sequence of the

promoter. It seems that REST can bind NRSE RNA

because its sequence is identical to that of RE1. It is sup�

posed that the association with NRSE RNA prevents the

binding with REST of transcription corepressors and pro�

motes transcription activation by REST possibly as a

result of NRSE RNA�induced conformational changes

even in the absence of NRSE RNA [64]. Further studies

are likely to define more exactly the role of NRSE RNA

and the transcription factor REST in regulation of the

RE1�containing gene transcription.

SnoRNAs. Small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) com�

prise a large group of ncRNAs: mammals have >200

snoRNAs. The functions of snoRNAs were determined in

the 1990s, although they were discovered about 40 years

ago. SnoRNAs are involved in cutting of pre�rRNAs and

stipulate the two most frequent modifications of RNA: 2′�
O�methylation and pseudouridylation. In vertebrates

ribosomal RNA contains ~100 modifications of each kind

[76]. Similar RNAs are found in archaebacteria and

termed sRNA (sno�like) [77].

Based on conservative elements of the nucleotide

sequence, two families of snoRNA are distinguished:

C/D and H/ACA (box C/D and box H/ACA snoRNAs).

RNA from RNase MRP also belongs to snoRNAs. This

RNase introduces a break in the site A3 of the first inter�

nal transcribed spacer of pre�rRNA that causes release of

5.8S rRNA [1].

The snoRNAs of the C/D family determine the

RNA nucleotide that will be 2′�O�methylated. The

snoRNAs are ~70 nt in length and contain the so�called

boxes C (UGAUGA), D (CUGA), and, usually also their

copies C′ and D′ which can be degenerate [78].

Conservative elements are arranged in the order of 5′�C�

D′�C′�D�3′, and boxes C and D are brought together due

to complementary interactions of the snoRNA terminal

nucleotides (Scheme 1, panel (a)). The boxes C and D

and terminal hairpin form a structure termed C/D�motif

[79]. This motif functions as a binding site of four C/D�

RNP (ribonucleoprotein) core proteins: NOP56,

NOP58, 15.5�kD protein, and fibrillarin [80, 81].

Association with the core proteins is necessary for the

nucleolar location of snoRNAs and protects their ends

against degradation [82]. The so�called antisense ele�

ments (10�21�nt sequences) complementary to a frag�

ment of one of the cellular RNAs and capable of interact�

ing with it are located towards the 5′�end from box D

and/or D′. As a result of this interaction, the RNA

nucleotide located in the produced double helix and sep�

arated by four nucleotides from the sequence D and/or D′
is 2′�O�methylated [83]. The methylation is realized by a

C/D�snoRNP core protein—fibrillarin. The majority of

C/D�snoRNAs contains one antisense element and

determines 2′�O�methylation of one nucleotide, but
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some of them contain two elements and can modify two

nucleotides.

Almost all snoRNAs of the H/ACA family can deter�

mine a nucleotide of RNA destined for pseudouridyla�

tion. These 100�150�nt RNAs are present in the cell with�

in RNP particles containing four core proteins: GAR1,

dyskerin, NHP2, and NOP10 [84, 85]. H/ACA RNAs

form a conservative secondary structure, which includes

two hairpins with the so�called boxes H (ANANNA) and

ACA (Scheme 1, panel (b)). One of the hairpins (or less

often both) contains an antisense element consisting of

two 3�10�nt stretches complementary to a fragment of

one of the cellular RNAs [86]. Due to interaction

between the antisense element and RNA target, the

nucleotide predetermined for modification is exposed in

the produced single�stranded “window”, where it is rec�

ognized by pseudouridine synthase dyskerin realizing the

modification (Scheme 1, panel (b)). The majority of

H/ACA�snoRNAs contains one antisense element and

promotes modification of one nucleotide, but some of

them contain two such elements and are involved in mod�

ification of two nucleotides.

Some RNAs of the families C/D (U3, U8, U14,

U22) and H/ACA (U17/E1/snR30, E2, E3, snR10) are

involved in the cutting of pre�rRNA apparently acting as

RNA chaperons [87�89]. Almost all other known

snoRNAs control 2′�O�methylation and pseudouridyla�

tion of rRNAs and small nuclear RNAs [90] that stabilize

their secondary structures [91]. Targets of some snoRNAs

are still unknown [92�94]. Probably, mRNAs will be such

targets. Thus, the snoRNA MBII�52 has been recently

found to regulate the alternative splicing of the 5�HT2C

serotonin receptor gene mRNA [95]. The deletion of this

snoRNA gene contributes to pathogenesis of the severe

hereditary disease Prader−Willi syndrome. The structure

and functions of snoRNAs are considered in detail in [96].

Note that the snoRNA genes can be differently

arranged in the genome. In vertebrates, nearly all

snoRNA genes are located within introns of other genes,

which are called host genes, and one intron contains only

one snoRNA gene [97]. SnoRNAs are processed during

splicing of host gene pre�mRNAs [98] or (less often) are

cut from the introns by endonucleases [99]. In this case,

the production of mRNA and nucleolar RNA is alterna�

tive. Nearly all host genes encode proteins, but some of

them produce noncoding RNAs [34, 39].

The majority of snoRNA genes of Drosophila

melanogaster [100] and monocotyledonous plants [101]

are organized as clusters located within introns of host

genes. In dicotyledonous plants, clusters of snoRNA

genes are transcribed from their own promoters, and the

produced polycistronic RNA is processed by endonucle�

ases [101]. Finally, all taxons of eukaryotes contain some

snoRNA genes which are independent transcription

units. The organization of snoRNA genes is considered in

more detail in [102].

scaRNAs. Some RNAs of the C/D and H/ACA fam�

ilies are disposed not in the nucleus but inside Cajal bod�

ies and are termed small Cajal body�specific RNAs

(scaRNAs) [103]. Cajal bodies (CBs), or coiled bodies,

are oval or round bodies 0.3�0.5 µm in diameter located

in the nucleus [104]. In particular, CBs are suggested to

take part in the maturation and assembly of snRNPs and

snoRNPs.

Small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs) involved in the splic�

ing are targets for scaRNAs. In addition to C/D and

H/ACA scaRNAs, CBs also contain 250�300�nt

scaRNAs comprising conservative sequences of both C/D

and H/ACA RNAs. Such chimeric scaRNAs are associat�

ed with core proteins of C/D and H/ACA RNAs and are

involved in both 2′�O�methylation and pseudouridylation

[103, 105].

Nucleolar RNAs of the C/D (a) and H/ACA (b) families. 2′�O�Me) 2′�O�methylated nucleotide; ψ) pseudouridylated nucleotide

Scheme 1

a b

box H box ACA
box C box D

box D′′ box C′′

pre�rRNA

pre�rRNA

2′′�O�Me

2′′�O�Me

5′′

5′′

5′′

5′′
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No elements have been found in the C/D family

scaRNAs that would be capable of promoting their pres�

ence in CBs, and it is still unclear how they are kept there.

Each hairpin forming the secondary structure of H/ACA

and chimeric scaRNAs contains the sequence UGAG

termed the CAB�box [106]. The CAB�box is responsible

for location of these RNAs in Cajal bodies.

SMALL RNAs INVOLVED IN GENE SILENCING

In 1998, double�stranded RNAs (dsRNAs) were

found to repress gene expression. Later, short single�

stranded RNAs were shown to be leaders during this

process. The mechanism of gene expression inhibition by

these RNAs was called RNA interference and also RNA

silencing. This mechanism is found in representatives of

all large taxons of eukaryotes: vertebrates and inverte�

brates, fungi, plants, and protozoa. Expression can be

repressed at the transcription level and after it. In all cases

a similar set of proteins and short RNAs of 21�32 nt in

length are required. Such RNAs include microRNAs

(miRNAs), small interfering RNAs (siRNAs), trans�act�

ing siRNAs (tasiRNAs), and recently detected RNAs

associated with the Piwi family proteins (piRNAs).

miRNAs. The miRNAs of 22 nt in length are found

in plants, animals, and even some viruses.

miRNA genes. Genes of some miRNAs are independ�

ent transcription units, whereas genes of many other

miRNAs are clustered. In both cases miRNAs are tran�

scribed as components of longer capped and polyadeny�

lated precursors. About half of the known mammalian

miRNAs are encoded by protein gene introns and exons

of ncRNA genes. Some genes of miRNAs are located

within 3′�untranslated regions (UTR) of protein�encod�

ing genes. In this case, the production of mRNA and

miRNA are alternative processes [107]. All the transcripts

containing miRNA sequences are assigned to primary

miRNAs (pri�miRNAs) [42].

Some copies of pseudogenes [108] and mobile ele�

ments of mammals [109] have been shown to encode

miRNAs. Copies of mobile elements are components of

3′�UTRs of many genes, so miRNAs originating from the

repeats (more often LINE2) can regulate the cellular level

of many unrelated mRNAs. This pathway of origination

can produce taxon�specific miRNAs. Thus, a miRNA

miR333 is found only in rodents as expected because it is

encoded by the copy of a rodent�specific short retroposon

B2 [109]. This is an interesting example of the arising of

new genes and illustrates the adapting by the cell of “ego�

istic” DNA for performing useful functions.

Viral genomes also encode miRNAs. After the first

detection of such miRNA in 2004, its number is continu�

ously increasing. Viral miRNAs can contribute to repres�

sion of both viral and possibly host cell gene expression

[110�112].

Maturation of miRNAs. Within pri�miRNA there is a

~70�nt region which includes an miRNA sequence and

can form a hairpin. The hairpin is cut off by nuclear

endonuclease Drosha complexed with an RNA�binding

protein Pasha/DGCR8 (names of the Drosophila and

mammalian orthologs, respectively). Under the influence

of the protein Exportin5 the hairpin, now called pre�

miRNA, is transferred into the cytoplasm, where it is

treated by endonuclease Dicer associated with the RNA�

binding protein Loqs/TRBP (names of the Drosophila

and human orthologs, respectively). Both Drosha and

Dicer belong to the RNase III family, the members of

which have endonuclease activity toward dsRNA [113].

The actions of these two RNases result in dsRNA of

~22 nt in length that contains two unpaired nucleotides

on the 3′�ends. This dsRNA is a component of an RNA�

induced silencing complex (RISC), which includes some

proteins with an unidentified functions and a protein of

the Ago family, which is the major component of RISC

[114]. The Ago family proteins are members of the large

protein group Argonaute involved in RNA silencing.

These proteins are found in all eukaryotes studied (except

the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae) and even in archae,

where their function remains a mystery [115]. A protein

of the Ago family associates with dsRNA and destroys the

complex with retention of miRNA within RISC and

degradation of the complementary chain. The miRNA

processing is considered more comprehensively in other

reviews [42, 114, 116�118].

Mechanisms of regulation of mRNA expression by

miRNA. Within RISC, miRNA can complementarily

interact with mRNA. This interaction results either in

degradation of the target mRNA or in repression of its

translation.

mRNA is degraded when miRNA is completely

complementary to the target RNA or contains two�three

unpaired nucleotides. RISC also has to contain an Ago

protein possessing nuclease activity [119]. Such activity is

inherent in many proteins of this family, but only Ago2 of

four human Ago proteins displays it [114]. Within RISC,

possessing the endonuclease activity Ago cuts the bond

between mRNA nucleotides located opposite the 10th

and 11th nucleotides of miRNA. The resulting products

are destroyed by systems of mRNA degradation [114,

119].

A number of animal and viral miRNAs and also all

known miRNAs of plants are fully or almost fully com�

plementary to target mRNAs and therefore induce their

degradation [42, 116]. MiRNA binding sites are usually

located in 3′�UTRs in animals and in the coding region in

plants [120], which seems to allow the most efficient ter�

mination of protein synthesis [42].

The majority of animal miRNAs are not fully com�

plementary to target mRNAs and therefore cause no

degradation, but they repress translation. Usually only

the 5′�region of miRNA (nucleotides 2�7/8, the so�called
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seed region) remains complementary to the target

mRNA, whereas the other part can contain unpaired

nucleotides [42, 114]. Due to the small size of the seed

region, one miRNA can have many target mRNAs. Just

this may be an explanation of high conservativeness of the

majority of known miRNAs: the necessity to interact with

many targets strongly limits the variability of miRNAs

[26]. However, the current algorithms of miRNA detec�

tion in the genome databases are usually based on search�

es for conservative sequences, so non�conservative

miRNAs, if they exist, cannot be revealed by the bioin�

formatics approaches. In fact, upon removal of limita�

tions on conservativeness, a considerable number of pri�

mate�specific miRNAs has been detected [23].

Repression mechanisms of target mRNAs are still

unclear. Based on the available data, repression is sup�

posed to occur during different stages of translation, both

during the initiation and later [119, 121]. In some cases

the translation can be recommenced, but the repression is

often accompanied by a pronounced degradation of tar�

get mRNAs. The degradation is not mediated by RNA

interference because miRNA and mRNA are not com�

pletely complementary. Because the stability of mRNA

can be associated with its translation status, the degrada�

tion of target mRNAs seems to be due to repression of

their translation. mRNAs with translation terminated due

to interaction with miRNAs are accumulated in the so�

called processing bodies (P�bodies) [122, 123]. P�bodies

are places of accumulation and degradation of mRNAs

whose translation has been repressed. P�bodies contain

proteins involved in these processes, in particular, those

of the Ago family, and also miRNAs. In some cases, e.g.

under stress conditions, individual mRNAs can leave P�

bodies and recommence their involvement in translation.

It seems that miRNAs direct deadenylation of

mRNAs. In Drosophila, the miRNA�associated protein

dAgo1 of the Ago family interacts with a P�body compo�

nent—RNA�binding protein GW182 [122], which in turn

recruits deadenylase. Then the cap seems to be removed

by a decapping enzyme consisting of two subunits: Dcp1

and Dcp2. Then mRNA is 5′�3′�degraded by exonuclease

Xrn1 [121]. But it is still unclear why some targets of

miRNAs are degraded while others undergo only repres�

sion of the translation.

Functions of miRNAs. More than 300 miRNAs have

been experimentally detected in humans [124], and

together with those predicted by bioinformatics

approaches their number is 800�1000 [23, 125]. From 10

[126] to 30% [127] of all protein�coding genes are

believed to be regulated by miRNAs. The known

miRNAs usually regulate gene expression at the post�

transcriptional level, but can also repress transcription of

target genes [128].

Gene expression is differently regulated by miRNAs

in plants and animals: in animals miRNAs seem to subtly

regulate activities of hundreds of genes and strongly

decrease expression only of some genes [129]. In these

relatively rare genes, 3′�UTRs contain a number of bind�

ing sites of one or several miRNAs, which enhances

repression of translation. 3′�UTRs of genes subjected to

“fine tuning” usually contain one miRNA binding site

[130]. Note that housekeeping genes have short 3′�UTRs

with a low density of miRNA binding sites. Possibly just

this allows their transcripts to essentially escape the

miRNA�mediated repression of translation [110, 130]. In

plants target mRNAs usually contain one miRNA bind�

ing site [120], and interaction with miRNAs results in

degradation of the target mRNAs.

In contrast to targets of miRNAs in animals, those in

plants may be rather reliably predicted because the

miRNAs are usually fully complementary to target

mRNAs. About half of all predicted targets of miRNAs in

Arabidopsis are transcription factors, although they are

only 6% of protein�coding genes [42]. As a rule, one

miRNA regulates expression of several transcription fac�

tors of the same family [120, 131]. miRNAs and miRNA�

controlled transcription factors regulate the main stages

of plant development, such as beginning of flowering and

formation of vegetative and generative organs [116]. Note

that mRNAs of DCL1 (Dicer homolog in plants) and an

AGO1 protein of the Ago family are targets of miRNAs.

This suggests a feedback mechanism that allows miRNAs

to determine the level of their own production [42].

Animal miRNAs have many more different target

RNAs and are necessary for normal embryogenesis and

tissue differentiation. They are also involved in pro�

grammed cell death. Expression of the majority of

miRNAs is tissue�specific, and many of them are

expressed only in the nervous system and are required for

its normal functioning [42, 110].

Point mutations of miRNAs and their targets are

supposed to weaken or strengthen expression of target

mRNAs and also induce new targets. These effects can

vary in manifestations from appearance of different phe�

notypes to development of severe diseases. The first data

supporting these hypotheses are presented in a review

[110]. Because miRNAs are involved in numerous vitally

important processes, disorders in their expression can

lead to tumorigenesis. Expression of many miRNAs is

usually decreased in malignant tumors of different origin

[132]. This is in agreement with the current concept that

the expression of miRNA is connected with differentia�

tion: expression of miRNAs is decreased in tumor cells

with a lost profile of tissue�specific transcription.

MiRNAs can act as both oncosuppressors and oncogenes.

In the first case, they lower expression of oncogenes and

in the other case that of oncosuppressors. The association

of disorders in miRNA expression with malignancies is

discussed in more detail in reviews [133, 134].

The miRNA transcription level is promising for diag�

nosis of malignancies, and the accuracy of such diagnosis

is markedly higher than on using the current mRNA
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markers [132]. Moreover, in some cases the profile of

miRNA expression can be used to predict disease out�

come [133]. The involvement of miRNAs in tumorigene�

sis can be used for development of new approaches for

treatment. Some research groups have created oligonu�

cleotides complementary to miRNAs and capable of in

vivo lowering of their activities [135�138]. This is associ�

ated with an increase in expression of target mRNAs.

These oligonucleotides seem to be candidates for a new

generation of drugs.

The siRNAs are of 21�25 nt in length, and they are

produced from longer dsRNAs. These RNAs can have an

origin from viral infections, genetic constructions intro�

duced into the genome, long hairpins within transcripts,

and bidirectional transcription of mobile elements [114].

DsRNAs are cut by RNase Dicer into 21�25�nt frag�

ments with protruding 3′�ends of two nucleotides, and

then one of the chains becomes a component of RISC

and directs the cutting of homologous RNA molecules.

RISC comprises siRNAs corresponding to both plus� and

minus�chains of dsRNAs [42, 139]. The origin of siRNA

is different from that of miRNAs. MiRNAs are encoded

by their own genes and are cut from a hairpin formed by

the precursor. SiRNAs do not have their own genes and

are fragments of longer RNAs. SiRNAs direct the cutting

of a target RNA because they are fully complementary. In

plants, fungi, and the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans

the gene expression is repressed by siRNAs with involve�

ment of RNA�dependent RNA polymerases [140]. In C.

elegans, siRNAs not only direct the cutting of homolo�

gous RNA but also serve as primers for RNA�dependent

RNA polymerase, which completes the second chain

using the target RNA as a template [141]. The resulting

dsRNA is cut by Dicer with production of new, so�called

secondary siRNAs. This is the manner of signal amplifi�

cation.

The siRNAs can regulate gene expression in two

ways. First, as mentioned above, they direct the cutting of

target RNAs. This phenomenon is termed quelling in

fungi, post�transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) in

plants, and RNA interference in animals [114]. These

processes occur with involvement of 21�23�nt siRNAs.

Second, siRNAs can repress transcription of genes con�

taining sequences homologous to siRNAs [142]; this phe�

nomenon termed transcriptional gene silencing (TGS) is

found in the yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe [143], ani�

mals [144, 145], and plants [146]. In plants TGS is real�

ized through ~24�nt siRNAs [146]. The siRNAs direct

histone modifications and DNA methylation, which

results in production of heterochromatin and repression

of transcription [114]. TGS is best studied in S. pombe

[143]. In S. pombe, siRNAs integrate into a RISC�like

protein complex termed RITS (RNA�induced initiation

of transcriptional gene silencing). As in the case of RISC,

within this complex siRNA interacts with a protein of the

Ago family. The siRNAs are suggested to be capable of

directing this complex towards the gene containing a

siRNA�homologous fragment. Then RITS proteins

recruit methyltransferases that results in formation of

heterochromatin within the locus encoding the target

gene of siRNA, and this terminates active expression of

the gene. Mechanisms of TGS are considered in review

[147], and formation pathways, functions, and history of

discovery of siRNAs are described in reviews [117, 118,

148�150].

The siRNAs contribute to cell defense against virus�

es, repression of transgenes, regulation of some genes,

and formation of the centromeric chromatin. The

siRNAs also repress expression of mobile elements at

both transcriptional and post�transcriptional levels.

The siRNAs with sequences corresponding to frag�

ments of different genomic repeats including mobile ele�

ments are found in various organisms, such as

Trypanosoma brucei [151], C. elegans [152], D.

melanogaster [153], Arabidopsis thaliana [146, 154, 155],

Danio rerio [156], and Mus musculus [157]. These siRNAs

are often called repeat�associated small interfering RNAs

(rasiRNAs). In particular, they are produced upon the

cutting by RNase Dicer of dsRNAs synthesized on a bidi�

rectional transcription of mobile elements (the antisense

chain is produced when a mobile element incorporates

next to the cell promoter). The length of such rasiRNAs

is 21�23 nt [139, 157].

However, it recently became clear that rasiRNAs are

not representatives of a homogenous class: in addition to

the above�described short rasiRNAs, longer rasiRNAs (of

24�32 nt in length) are found. Unlike the short rasiRNAs,

they are associated with other proteins of the Argonaute

group and seem to be produced not upon the cutting of

dsRNAs but as a result of processing of a long one�strand�

ed precursor. These longer rasiRNAs belong to the fami�

ly of recently discovered piRNAs [158�161].

TasiRNAs. In flowering plants and mosses [162]

siRNAs are found encoded by their own genes and direct�

ing the cutting of mRNAs of other non�homologous

genes. Therefore, they are termed transacting siRNAs

(tasiRNAs). They are generated by pathways different

from those of miRNA and siRNA generation.

There are five genes whose transcription results in

polyadenylated and putatively capped precursors of

tasiRNAs: TAS1a, TAS1b, TAS1c, TAS2, and TAS3

[163�166]. TAS1a, TAS1b, and TAS1c RNAs are encod�

ed by paralogical loci and are slightly like TAS2 RNA, so

all the four loci seem to be paralogs [165]. All five tran�

scripts have no elongated open reading frame and can

encode peptides with no more than 50 amino acid

residues. Therefore, the authors describing these genes

think that TAS RNAs do not encode proteins. However, it

should be noted that for plants transcripts are known

capable of encoding short functional peptides. Thus, pep�

tides encoded by the ENOD40 gene of Leguminosae con�

tain 12 and 24 amino acid residues [167, 168].
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All TAS RNAs serve as targets for miRNAs, which

direct their cutting: TAS1a, TAS1b, TAS1c, and TAS2

RNAs interact with miRNA miR173 [165, 166], and

TAS3 RNA interacts with miR390 [166]. As a result, TAS

RNAs are cut into two parts. The 5′�terminal part of

TAS3 RNA and the 3′�terminal parts of other TAS RNAs

are transformed into double�stranded forms by RNA�

dependent RNA polymerase RDR6 [165, 166, 169]. The

resulting dsRNAs are cut into 21�nt fragments with pro�

truding 3′�ends by RNase III Dicer�like 4 (DCL4), which

is homologous to animal Dicer [165, 170] (Scheme 2).

This results in tasiRNAs. Within the primary transcript,

almost all detected tasiRNAs are disposed either tightly

or at a distance divisible by 21 nt. Thus, the place of TAS

RNA cutting prescribed by miRNA determines the phase

of the resulting tasiRNAs.

All TAS RNA genes have two exons. In the case of

TAS1a, TAS1b, TAS1c, and TAS2 genes, the site of

miRNA cutting and all the detected tasiRNAs (~10 for

each TAS RNA) reside within an intron. Thus, unspliced

TAS RNAs undergo processing with involvement of

RDR6. TAS3 RNA gives rise to two virtually identical

tasiRNAs located side by side within the exon. Nearly all

found tasiRNAs correspond to fragments of the TAS

RNA sequence. However, for each transcript at least one

tasiRNA corresponding to the minus�chain is found.

Such RNAs can regulate the cell levels of their own pre�

cursors [165, 166].

The tasiRNAs seem to be constituents of RISC and,

similarly to miRNAs and siRNAs, direct cutting of target

genes [171] (Scheme 2). TAS3 RNA products use as tar�

gets mRNAs of transcription factors ARF2, ARF3, and

ARF4 (auxin responsive factors) [166, 169]. Disorders in

production of these tasiRNAs result in phenotypic defects

[172]. Some genes with unidentified function act as tar�

gets for other tasiRNAs [163�166].

As in the case of miRNAs, TAS RNA and target

mRNA retain their similarity only in the limits of a frag�

ment corresponding to the tasiRNA sequence.

TAS1a, TAS1b, TAS1c, and TAS2 RNAs are not

conservative (they are found only in A. thaliana) [163]. By

contrast, TAS3 RNA is found in many mono� and

dicotyledonous plants, but the similarity between sup�

posed homologs is observed only in limits of the fragment

encoding tasiRNA [166, 169].

In addition to 21�nt RNA, TAS1a and TAS2 RNAs

produce several 24�nt siRNAs. Targets of these RNAs are

not yet detected, but such small RNAs are known to be

involved in transcriptional silencing in plants. It seems

that 24�nt tasiRNAs are produced via an alternative path�

way, because their processing does not require miRNAs

but needs DCL3 [165], which is also a plant homolog of

animal Dicer and is necessary for production of longer

siRNAs involved in transcriptional silencing [173].

Although the production pathways and functions of

tasiRNAs are rather well studied, many questions are

still unanswered. Thus, it is unclear why just TAS RNA

cutting products act as templates for RDR6 if miRNAs

are involved in degradation of many RNAs. In the case

of TAS1 and TAS2 RNAs, this can be associated with

the miR173 binding site location within an intron [165],

and the pathway of tasiRNA production is directed by

proteins associated with unspliced RNA. It is also

unclear why only one product of the TAS RNA cutting

is transformed to the double�strained form and why it is

either the 5′�terminal or 3′�terminal region of RNA

[171].

The discovery of tasiRNAs has increased the number

of known functions of miRNAs: they are shown not only

Mechanism of formation and action of tasiRNAs. Black vertical

arrows indicate places of RNA cutting

Scheme 2

TAS RNA

miRNP

5′′� or 3′′�terminal fragment of TAS RNA
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to regulate gene expression but also take part in formation

of other regulatory RNAs.

PiRNAs. In 2006, five research groups reported the

discovery of a new class of small RNAs [157, 160, 161,

174, 175]. These RNAs were found in mice, rats, and

humans in association with immunoprecipitated proteins

of the Piwi family and were termed piRNAs (Piwi�inter�

acting RNAs). The Piwi family proteins belong to a large

group of Argonaute proteins. In animals this group also

includes proteins of the Ago family, which realize RNA

silencing with involvement of miRNAs and siRNAs

[115]. Proteins of the Piwi family are almost exclusively

expressed in the germline and are required for maintain�

ing germline stem cells, spermatogenesis, and repression

of mobile element activities [159, 176, 177]. Male mice

with mutations in each protein of the Piwi family (Mili,

Miwi, and Miwi2) have defects in spermatogenesis and

are sterile [176, 178, 179].

Similarly to proteins of the Piwi family, in mammals

piRNAs are found only in testes. The length of piRNAs is

26�32 nt, i.e. they are longer than miRNAs and siRNAs.

Two populations of piRNAs are likely to exist [157]: the

first includes 26�28�nt RNAs and is found in association

with the Mili protein [160], and the other is associated

with the Miwi protein and comprises 28�32�nt RNAs

[161, 175]. No piRNAs associated with the third member

of the Piwi family (Miwi2) have been detected.

The piRNAs of both populations carry a phosphate

group on the 5′�end. In 80�90% of cases U is the first

nucleotide on the 5′�end [157, 160, 161, 174, 175]. The

last nucleotide on the 3′�end is 2′�O�methylated [180,

181]. The significance of this modification is unknown,

but miRNAs and siRNAs in plants are modified likewise,

and it seems to increase their stability [116, 182, 183].

This modification in animals may play a similar role,

because in mammalian cells 2′�O�methylated synthetic

siRNAs are more stable than their unmodified analogs

[184]. Thus, synthetic piRNAs 2′�O�methylated at the 3′�
end are more stable than the unmodified ones on incuba�

tion with extract of mouse testes [180]. Moreover, 2′�O�

methylation can promote piRNA binding with the Piwi

family proteins because the Ago family proteins of ani�

mals have a low affinity for the modified RNAs [185]. It

seems that piRNA of Drosophila and D. rerio are also 2′�
O�methylated [177, 186].

More than 50,000 piRNAs are found in mammals

[161], i.e. considerably more than the number of known

small RNAs of other classes. Approximately 17% of

piRNAs correspond to repeated sequences including

mobile elements [160, 161, 174, 175]. Note that the num�

ber of piRNAs corresponding to repeats is lower than the

proportion of repeated sequences in the genome (17%

and ~42%, respectively, in rodents) [174, 175].

Other piRNAs are encoded by unique sequences

which are gathered in clusters ranging from 1000 to

~100,000 bp. In 90% of cases the clusters are located

within regions not containing annotated genes or repeats,

but sometimes they reside within introns and exons, and

in the latter case they correspond to the sense�chain of

mRNA [161, 174, 175]. Each cluster includes from 10 to

~4500 piRNAs [160, 161, 175]. The piRNAs are encoded

only by one DNA chain. Such an organization suggests

that piRNA should be produced from long primary tran�

scripts. This hypothesis is supported by existence of testis�

specific ESTs and mRNAs corresponding to piRNA loci

[157, 160, 174]. Thus processing of piRNAs should be

different from processing of miRNAs and siRNAs. The

existence of a specific processing manner is confirmed by

the absence in the piRNA clusters of complicated sec�

ondary structures characteristic for pri�miRNAs [157,

160, 161, 174, 175]. Moreover, only sense sequences of

unique piRNAs are found, which suggests the absence of

dsRNA precursors [157].

In some cases piRNA clusters are located side by

side, but are encoded by different chains (Scheme 3,

panel (a)), which suggests bidirectional transcription

from a common promoter [160]. The largest clusters of

rodent piRNAs have orthologs in humans, although the

piRNA sequences in the majority of cases are not alike

[160, 161].

The level of piRNA expression changes during mat�

uration of gametes. piRNAs can be detected when sper�

matocytes (diploid precursors of spermatozoa) enter the

first meiosis division prophase, which is called a thick

thread stage, or pachytene. Crossing�over occurs during

this stage. The piRNA content strongly decreases upon

production of spermatids (haploid products of meiosis)

and they seem to be absent in the mature sperm [157, 160,

161, 175]. Thus, mammalian piRNAs are found only in

maturing male gametes.

Functions of piRNAs and mechanisms of their pro�

cessing are yet to be discovered. However, some data have

been recently obtained as a result of studies on piRNAs of

Drosophila. Drosophila has three proteins of the Piwi

family: Piwi, Aubergine (Aub), and Ago3. As distin�

guished from the mammalian proteins, these proteins are

found not only in testes but also in ovaries, and their

expression is not limited to germline [158, 187�189]. As in

mammals, Piwi proteins are required for maintaining

germline stem cells [190] and gametogenesis [191].

Moreover, mutations in genes of these proteins result in

activation of mobile element movements [192�194].

The piRNAs of Drosophila have been studied in

detail [158]. Earlier 24�27�nt rasiRNAs were found in

Drosophila testes [153]. Association of rasiRNAs with

Piwi, Aub, and Ago3 proteins is shown in [186, 188, 189].

Thus the majority of Drosophila rasiRNAs may be

assigned to piRNAs.

In Drosophila, as distinguished from mammals,

~80% of piRNAs correspond to repeated sequences of the

genome: different mobile elements and DNA repeats of

heterochromatin [158]. As in mammals, piRNA genes are
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clustered, and a significant part of piRNAs corresponding

to the repeats is also transcribed from a small number of

loci.

The piRNAs of Drosophila are involved in repres�

sion of mobile element activities in the germline [186,

188]. The locus flamenco determining the repression of

some mobile elements and containing their multiple

copies has been shown to encode a large cluster of

piRNAs [158]. Mutations in this locus are manifested by

a decrease in expression of the encoded piRNAs and

increase in the number of transcripts of a flamenco�con�

trolled retro�element gypsy.

A model of repression of mobile element activities

under the influence of piRNAs has been proposed [158,

189]. It was shown that in about 80% of cases Piwi and Aub

proteins bind piRNAs complementary to mobile element

sequences, i.e. antisense piRNAs, whereas Ago3 binds the

sequences complementary to sense piRNAs [158]. Similar

results are reported other works [186, 188, 189].

Molecules with complementary 5′�terminal regions

are detected in populations of antisense� and sense

piRNAs, and within a supposed duplex their 5′�ends are

separated by ten nucleotides. In 83 and 72% of RNA mol�

ecules bound with Piwi and Aub, respectively, U is the

first nucleotide on the 5′�end, and only 37% of Ago3�

bound RNA molecules have U on the 5′�end.

To explain these findings, the following model has

been proposed [158, 189]. Antisense piRNAs are pro�

duced from a transcript of a piRNA cluster, associate with

Piwi or Aub, and direct the cutting of mobile element

transcripts. Proteins of the Argonaute class, which

include Piwi, Aub, and Ago3, cut the phosphodiester

bond in a target RNA located opposite to the 10th and

11th nucleotides of the guide RNA. As a result, the 5′�end

of one of the two produced fragments is separated from

the 5′�end of antisense piRNA by just ten nucleotides

(Scheme 3, panel (b)). This fragment seems to associate

with Ago3, and a new sense piRNA is generated. The

mechanism of its 3′�end processing is still unknown. By

analogy with generation of siRNA, this sense piRNA can

be called secondary. The Ago3 complex with the second�

ary piRNA cuts a target, which is more likely represented

by a primary transcript of piRNA cluster that contains

antisense sequences of mobile elements. In fact, tran�

scripts of piRNA clusters have been found [158]. The pro�

cessing mechanism of 3′�ends of new piRNAs is also

unknown. The resulting antisense piRNAs can both per�

form silencing of mobile elements and direct generation

of new sense piRNAs. This amplification allows the

silencing to be strengthened in response to an increase in

expression of mobile elements. This model takes into

account the known properties of Piwi, Aub, and Ago3

proteins, in particular, their endonuclease activity [188,

189]. This model also explains why 5′�ends of Ago3�

bound piRNAs are not enriched with U. Moreover, it pre�

dicts that the secondary piRNAs will be enriched with

adenyl residues in position 10, because this position is

complementary to the 5′�terminal U of antisense piRNA.

In fact, in 73% of piRNAs bound with Ago3 the 10th

nucleotide is represented by A.

However, many questions are still without answers.

Thus, it is unclear what determines the initial asymmetry

in the piRNA binding by Piwi proteins, because the

majority of loci encoding piRNAs contain transposon

copies in both orientations.

PiRNA clusters within the genome (a) and the supposed mecha�

nism of formation of secondary piRNAs (b). Black triangles indi�

cate piRNA genes. Vertical arrows show places of RNA cutting.

The sign “?” indicates action sites of nucleases that have not been

established. A 10�nt region of complementary interaction between

antisense piRNA and the resulting sense piRNA is shown in black

within the mobile element transcript

Scheme 3

a
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Evidence in favor of involvement of mammalian

piRNAs in repression of mobile element activities has

been obtained [159]. Another population of piRNAs

associated with Mili protein was detected by the same

authors in mouse testes. As distinguished from the earlier

described piRNAs, these RNAs were found in spermato�

gonia and later were present simultaneously with piRNAs

that became detectable during the meiosis I pachytene.

Prepachytenic piRNAs are also encoded by clusters, but

the fraction of these molecules corresponding to DNA

repeats (mainly mobile elements) is higher than the frac�

tion of pachytenic piRNAs and reaches 35%.

Mutations in the Mili�encoding gene cause a five�to�

ten�fold increase in expression of retro�elements L1 and

IAP. Note that piRNAs corresponding to the L1 and IAP

elements are enriched with complementary molecules,

and in the supposed duplex their 5′�ends are separated by

exactly 10 nucleotides. Moreover, sense piRNAs corre�

sponding to the L1 and IAP sequences are enriched with

A in position 10. Therefore, it is supposed that in mam�

mals Piwi proteins and the piRNAs associated with them

also contribute to the conservative mechanism of mobile

element repression, and efficiency of this mechanism is

additionally increased due to amplification of the initial

signal.

A similar mechanism of repression of mobile ele�

ment activities is also found in fishes (Danio rerio). But

specific features are also revealed. Thus, piRNAs are

found in both testes and ovaries of D. rerio, and their pro�

cessing seems to differ from that in mammals.

A considerable part of piRNAs, especially in mam�

mals, is not associated with mobile elements; thus, these

RNAs are supposed to perform other functions that are

still unclear [195, 196].

SMALL RNAs ASSOCIATED

WITH PROTEIN�CODING GENES

The detection of several new groups of small RNAs

was published in June 2007 [41]. In the course of studies

on the human genome by GTA (repeated sequences

excluded) the authors revealed many undescribed short

RNAs (of 20�200 nt in length), and ~70% of them can be

detected by Northern�blot hybridization and RT�PCR.

Many of these RNAs are conservative, which suggests

their biological significance. Sequences corresponding to

~40% of short RNAs are also found inside longer

(>200 nt) polyadenylated RNAs that are encoded by the

same loci as short RNAs. These longer RNAs are likely to

be precursors of the short RNAs.

Sequences of many short RNAs were shown to cor�

respond to promoter regions of protein�coding genes;

therefore, they were termed promoter�associated small

RNAs (PASRs). Short RNAs with sequences correspon�

ding to 3′�terminal regions of the genes are also found.

These RNAs are termed termini�associated small RNAs

(TASRs). Both groups of RNAs are associated with ~50%

of protein�coding genes, and the level of PASR expres�

sion is proportional to the expression level of the associ�

ated protein�coding gene. Therefore, the loci encoding

the protein genes are suggested to also encode sets of

ncRNAs. Similar data were obtained in another work

[197]: ncRNAs were found which corresponded to the 5′�
terminal region of the protein�coding genes. Thus, pro�

tein�encoding genes can be encircled by numerous

ncRNAs that seem to perform regulatory functions [41].

SMALL RNAs ARE TRANSCRIPTS

OF SINEs AND RELATED GENES

Genomes of mammals and other eukaryotes contain

a huge number (105�106) of copies of DNA repeated

sequences, which are called short retroposons or SINEs

[198]. Their length is no more than 500 bp. SINEs multi�

ply due to retroposition, which includes transcription of

these elements by RNA polymerase III and reverse tran�

scription coupled with integration of the synthesized

DNA into a new region of the genome. During this

process the role of reverse transcriptase is played by a

polypeptide encoded by another type of mobile genetic

elements, long interspersed elements (LINEs). Owing to

accumulated mutations, SINE copies are different in 5�

30% of the bases. The totality of such copies forms a fam�

ily of SINEs. A genome usually includes no more than

four SINE families, and each of them is specific for only

one or several families (or orders) of organisms.

Two SINE families that were described first (B1 of

rodents [199] and Alu of primates [200]) originated by

evolution from 7SL RNA, a small cytoplasmic RNA

involved in synthesis of secreted proteins [201]. The loss

of a 182�nt stretch from the central region of the 7SL

RNA nucleotide sequence was a crucial event in the ori�

gin of these SINEs. Alu consists of two sequences homol�

ogous to 7SL RNA and oriented similarly. Thus, Alu is a

dimeric ~300�bp SINE with similar but not identical left

and right monomers. B1 is a monomeric SINE, and its

nucleotide sequence is more alike the left monomer of

Alu than the right one [202].

Almost all other SINE families descend from tRNAs

[198]. On the 5′�end of such SINEs there is a stretch

slightly like the tRNA sequence. Nearby a stretch of

unknown origin is usually located, which is specific for

every SINE family. On the 3′�end of SINEs there is an A�

rich tail (in mammals and plants) or a stretch consisting of

some very short direct repeats (in reptiles and fishes).

Some properties of SINEs and other mobile genetic ele�

ments suggest their selfish or parasitic character. Thus,

they are characterized by a narrow taxonomic distribu�

tion, the ability to rapidly multiply within a genome and to

destroy the gene functioning upon integration into them

[198]. However, data have accumulated (although some�

times contradictory) indicating that small RNAs produced
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as a result of SINE transcription by RNA polymerase III

can perform definite functions in cells. Consider in more

detail the putative functions of these small RNAs.

Various stresses (heat shock, viral infection, etc.) are

associated with a multiple increase in the level of small

RNAs transcribed from SINEs [203, 204]. These small

RNAs were supposed to be important for cell survival

under stress conditions. To test this hypothesis, human

cells were cotransfected by two different plasmids, one of

which bears an Alu�element and the other a reporter gene

encoding luciferase [205]. Introduction into the cell of

exogenous Alu�element (human SINE) not only

increased the level of RNA transcribed from Alu by poly�

merase III (in the initial cells this level is close to zero),

but also considerably strengthened synthesis of luciferase,

although the content of its mRNA did not increase [205].

It was concluded that the translation had been stimulated

by an increased content of Alu RNA. By analogy with

small viral VAI RNA, the effect of Alu RNA on the trans�

lation was supposed to be mediated through double�

stranded RNA�activated protein kinase R (PKR). Both

Alu RNA and VAI RNA were shown to bind to PKR,

which decreased the PKR activity [205]. This binding

resulted in lowering of the PKR�catalyzed phosphoryla�

tion of the translation initiation factor eIF�2a, which in

turn activated the translation. For stimulation of the

translation, a stretch in the right monomer of Alu is essen�

tial, which has a nucleotide sequence specific for this

monomer and lacking in the left monomer [206]. A high

level of Alu RNA in the cells subjected to stress was sup�

posed to be of help for survival of these cells due to activa�

tion of translation by the above�described pathway includ�

ing inhibition of PKR and activation of eIF�2a [205].

However, this scheme is far from being confirmed by

the further works of the same authors. First, the study on

individual copies of Alu have shown that the transcription

of many of them under heat shock conditions is not

increased, but decreased [207], i.e. many Alu seem to be

uninvolved in the cell response to stress. Second, the

cotransfection of cells with the reporter gene and Alu

resulted in the Alu�activated translation of not all

mRNAs but of only mRNA transcribed from the reporter

gene, and this effect disappears 22 h after the cotransfec�

tion [206]. This as yet mysterious phenomenon may be

somehow associated with the ability of initiation factor

eIF4G to discriminate new and old mRNAs [208]. Third,

experiments with cells isolated from mice with knocked�

out PKR gene have shown that the effect of Alu RNA

(similarly to that of VAI RNA) on the translation does not

depend on the PKR activity [206]. Thus, further studies

are needed to elucidate the mechanism and confirm the

biological significance of the translation stimulation

under the influence of SINE transcripts.

A small RNA generated by the transcription of B2

copies (a tRNA�related SINE from genomes of mice and

rodents of four related families [209]) can in vitro bind to

RNA polymerase II and effectively inhibit it [210, 211].

This pathway is supposed to switch off transcription of the

great bulk of genes, which is observed under conditions of

heat shock. But it remains unclear how the genes encod�

ing heat shock proteins can escape repression, consider�

ing that their transcription is pronouncedly activated at

elevated temperature.

ID is a family of SINEs originated from alanine

tRNA(CGC) and specific for the order of rodents. ID�ele�

ment consists only of a tRNA�related sequence and an A�

enriched tail. With ID used as a hybridization probe, a

small cytoplasmic 160�nt RNA was found in the rodents’

brain, which was called BC1 [212]. It occurred to be a

transcript of an ID copy, which was termed BC1 RNA

gene [213]. This RNA is very conservative in rodents.

Many ID copies, in turn, are produced as a result of BC1

RNA retroposition due to its expression not only in the

nervous tissue but also in the germline cells [213].

Knockout of the BC1 gene does not destroy the normal

development of mice but weakens their explorative

behavior and increases anxiety [214].

Small RNAs specific for the nervous tissue and testes

are found in primates: these are BC200 in human [215]

and anthropoids and G22 in lemurs of the Lorisidae fam�

ily [216]. BC200 contains a monomeric Alu�element,

whereas G22 RNA is formed by a sequence of a common

dimeric Alu. Both RNAs have elongated A�rich stretches

on their 3′�ends. The BC200 and G22 genes are supposed

to have arisen independently as a result of integration of

different Alu elements into the same region of the

genomes of anthropoid and Lorisidae ancestors, respec�

tively. The DNA sequence located upstream of the BC200

and G22 genes can determine the tissue specificity of their

expression [217].

It seems that the three RNAs (BC1, BC200, and

G22) perform similar functions. They are shown to be

transferred into dendrites but not into neuronal axons

[217, 218]. For transporting these RNAs, the protein

PURα is important, which complexes with them. These

complexes are produced under the influence of G�

enriched stretches located in the 5′�terminal regions of

these RNAs [219]. BC1 and BC200 RNAs are located in

the regions of dendrites where mRNA translation occurs

and seem to be involved in its regulation. BC1 can bind

through its A�enriched 3′�terminal part to poly(A)�bind�

ing protein and the translation initiation factor eIF4A.

Just this seems to explain the ability of BC1 to inhibit the

translation [220]. There are also data [221], although

slightly contradictory [220], indicating that translation of

specific mRNAs is regulated under the influence of a BC1

RNA complex with a fragile X mental retardation protein

(FMRP). This complex produced as a result of interac�

tion of the N�end of FMRP with the 5′�terminal part of

BC1 is supposed to bind to some RNAs due to comple�

mentary coupling between BC1 RNA and mRNA and

induce inhibition of translation of this mRNA [221].
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In all tissues of mice and rats, two small RNAs (4.5SH

and 4.5SI) genetically related with SINEs and synthesized

by RNA polymerase III are additionally found. The

nucleotide sequence of 4.5SH, although shorter, is very

much like that of the B1 element. The genes of 4.5SH RNA

are constituents of numerous long tandem repeats and,

undoubtedly, are originated from B1 [222, 223]. The major

part of 4.5SH is located within the nucleus and is short�

lived. Some molecules of 4.5SH are associated with mRNA

via complementary interactions [222]. The nucleotide

sequence of 4.5SI is slightly similar to those of the B2 and

ID elements. Therefore, the genes of 4.5SI seem to origi�

nate from one of these SINEs [209]. 4.5SI RNA located

within the nucleus is long�lived. 4.5SH is found not only in

rodents of the Muridae family but also in representatives of

five other related families [223]. 4.5SI is detected in rodents

of only four families [224]. Thus, these RNAs are charac�

terized by a narrow taxonomic distribution and recent

appearance in the evolution of rodents. The nucleotide

sequences of both RNAs are very conservative, which sug�

gests some functions which are still unknown.

It is known that miRNAs are produced from long

RNAs synthesized by RNA polymerase II. However, four

human miRNAs were recently shown to be cut from small

RNAs synthesized by RNA polymerase III as a result of

transcription of Alu�element copies and the sequences

flanking them from the 3′�end [225]. The miRNAs are

produced from stretches located inside these 3′�terminal

sequences of the transcripts. It is supposed that the human

genome comprises dozens of such miRNA genes tran�

scribed in Alu due to the presence of the promoter for

RNA polymerase III.

All the above�presented examples show that at least

individual copies of SINEs can become functional and act

as genes of small noncoding RNAs. As a rule, these RNAs

have a narrow taxonomic distribution; therefore, they are

termed stenoRNAs [224]. These RNAs are supposed to be

essential for arising of taxon�specific morphological,

physiological, and behavioral features.

The detection of tens of thousands of new ncRNAs

during the last decade has changed the current concepts

about the role of RNA in the cell. RNAs are shown to per�

form surprisingly many functions and use earlier unknown

mechanisms. The ncRNAs are involved in gene transcrip�

tion regulation, splicing, and regulation of mRNA degra�

dation. They are also involved in translation and its regu�

lation, in processing and modification of ribosomal

RNAs, in defense against viral infections and mutagenic

activity of mobile genetic elements, etc. RNAs have obvi�

ously pressed proteins on their pedestal of the principal

molecules responsible for vital activity of cells. Most like�

ly, the world of ncRNAs only starts its opening for

researchers, and the significance of these RNAs will be

assessed in full measure only in the future.
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